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Simple Communication

Each twitter user can send messages or “tweets” firmly 
limited to only 140 characters or less, which is the entire 
length of this line.

Messages can either be sent to one person directly or 
broadcast to your entire group of friends (no cc lists)



Passive Notification

Your “friends timeline” is a list of the 20 most recent tweets 
posted by your friends.

Unlike email, old tweets do not have to be read, but can roll 
off the bottom of the timeline.

Also, unlike email you post twitters your friends in general, 
rather than your friends specifically.



Simple Community

The essence of the community is communication

You can follow other people’s messages and be followed by 
other people (not necessarily the same groups)

Limited profiles and minimal homepage tweaking

@username is the informal convention for replying to or 
mentioning other users in your messages



Sipping From The Firehose

A Different View of Electronic Communication:

Immediacy Over Comprehensiveness (there is no inbox)

Brevity is the soul of wit (or the only way to monitor the 
zeitgeist without driving yourself notes)

Human relationships are built on small talk

“How’s it going?”



http://catbird.tumblr.com/post/35429148

http://catbird.tumblr.com/post/35429148
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Getting Started





Anybody Can Twitter
Anything can send and receive tweets:

Users on the twitter website

SMS text messengers

Phone and Desktop Applications

Batch Programs

Thirsty Houseplants
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Why Use It?



“Why do we think we’re so important that we believe 
other people want to know about what we’re having 
for lunch, how bored we are at work or the state of 
inebriation we happen to be at this very moment in 
time? How did society get to the point that we are 
constantly improving technology so that this non-news 
can reach others even faster than a cell phone, a text 
message, a blog, our Facebook profiles?” 

— Helen Popkin, Twitter Nation



The Right Kind of Stupid

I’m not writing for everybody, I’m writing to my friends.

Very easy to get started and keep posting.

The constraints encourage creativity.

Seeing the zeitgeist of what your friends are doing (and 
what they are expressing) is the really interesting part.



Personal Uses
“the walk across the bridge on a sunday morning with 
brunch at the River cafe after is just the best!!”

“Sitting and waiting for the new Indy movie to start.”

“Doing a diner bfast this am. Gotta kick outta NYTimes 
article on what a self-righteous grouch the Mayor has 
become. Well, Duh.”

“oh twitter! why hast thou forsaken me!!!”



Professional Uses

“Appearing this morning on NPR’s Takeaway show.”

“Here is my new article on the Microsoft-Yahoo merger talks: 
http://tinyurl.com/dsf23”

“I’m writing a story and looking for a few people who work 
on the night shift at their jobs. Anybody?”

“oh twitter! why hast thou forsaken me!!!”

http://tinyurl.com/dsf23
http://tinyurl.com/dsf23








@nytimes on Twitter





At A Glance

Automated reposting of the main RSS feed to twitter

Operational since March 5th, 2007

15,720+ tweets posted

3,743 subscribers

Time from initial idea to first NY Times headlines on my 
cellphone: 2 hours



Specialized Feeds

Other twitter accounts for specific sub-feeds of the Times

nyt_world, nyt_food, nyt_arts, etc.

Largest has 700 subscribers.

Suggests most people prefer the selection of main feed

Or just being a friend to the New York Times



Thank You


